A saudy of inteligent guidance and control cncepts ftr proteng against the adverse effects of wind shear during aircraft takeoffs and landings is being conducted, with current emphasis on developing an expert system for wind shear avoidane. Principal objectives are to develop methods for assessing the likelihood of wind shear encounter (based on real-ti informadon in the cockpit), for deiding what flight path to pursue (e.g., takeoff abort, landing go-around, or normal climbout or glide slope), and for using the aircraft's full potential for combating wind shear. This study requires the definition of both dminisc and smisdcal techniques for fusing internal and exteral information, for making "go/no-go"decisions, and for generating commands to the aircrafs autopilot and flight direcs for both automatic and manually controlled flight The program has begun with the development of the WidShear Safety Advisor, an expert system for pilot aiding that is based on the FAA Windshear Trining Aid, a two-volum manual that presents an overview, pilot guide, taining pgram, and substantiating data provides gidelines for this iniial development The WmdShear Safety Advisor expert system currently contains over 200 rules and is coded in the LISP proga ng language.
INTRODUCTION
Flight in strong wind shears, especially microbursts, poses a unique and severe hazard to aircraft The distubance caused by the wind field may literally exceed the performance characteristics of the aircaf making safe transit impossible even with opfimal guidance and control stategies An unusual degree of piloting skill may be required to succesfully elude danger. Nevertheless, planes fly in moderate wind shear all the time; pilots learn to handle crosswinds, gustiness, and moderate fotaactivity. Th problem is ta microbut are rndom, rare phenomena; pilots do not develop the needed skills for coping with wind shear trugh normal experience. The typical pilot is likely to be confionted with a life atening wind shear only once or twice during an entire flying carew, hence, it is unlikely hat he or she can learn all the important signs of wind shear and maintain a high level of proficiency in die prop control prcedures.
On-board computation provides an excellent opportunity to assist the pilot in surviving encounters with severe wind shears, but the logic dtat must be executed in real time is complex and must have sufficient inputs for framing dcisions about app iate control actions. The computer program (s) and hardwa to perform this task must have attributes of expert systems and control systems, they must account for the limitations of aircraft ormance, and ftey must operate in real time. At least as important as its technical specifications, 1 Professor. 2 Research Assistant. the on-board system must provide a satisfactory interface with the flight crew, which bears the uldmae sponsibility for assuing safety. This means not only that the system must deduce near-opimal stategies and tactics for emergency situations but tat it nmst disdnguish between truly hazardous conditions and the more [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Linear-quadtic regulators with feedfoard control that provided remarkably good msults in reduced-oder linear simulatons of wind shear encounter were developed [15] Additional applications of tne energy ste in aircraft guidance and control have been considered [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , and a Wmd Shear Hazard Index that derives from the combined effecs of the vertcal shear in headwind and the downdraft magnitude on dEldt was presented in Ref. 8 . Following an extensive cassical-control analysis, a feedback controller that dramatically reduces wind shear response by feeding flight path angle and the product of dynamic pressure and angle-of-attack perturbaton to elevator and E and dEldt to throtte was derived [23] . This study included realistic delays associated with short period, throttle, and elevator dynamics, which are important in real-world implementation.
Opimal flight paths and guidance strategies also have been suggested [24-291. Knowing the opdmal flight profiles corresponding to various wind fields is vitally importnt to designing and evaluating on-board systems to protect against wind shear, as survival may well depend on the specific control profile chosen by the pilot Sub-optimal systems can provide an increased safety margin over conventional cockpit instrumentation, and a number of wind-shear-waming systems are commercially availble. Nevertheless [30] . The principal characteristics of an integrated system are that numeric processes occur as side effects of forward and/or backward chaining, and the entire system is implemented for real-time execution in an array of similar processors coded with a procedural language.
Tlree areas appear to be critical to successful real-time implementation of machine intelligence in wind shear encounter. The first is acquisition of sufficient data on which to base a decision and to control the aircraft The second is the definition of efficient hardware and software structures for a real-time expert system that addresses the wind shear problem. Te third is the design of interfaces between the equipment and the pilot that are both complete and reasonable.
A real-me expert system for fault-tolerant control that has many of the features needed for an intelligent anti-windshear system has been developed [30] [31] [32] . That system provides a number of important pathfinders for such a system, including implementation of a controller with hierarchical structe, multiple coopeating expert systems in parallel microprocessors, and closure of an intelligent feedback control loop at a high sampling rate. The system structure has been developed using LISP, then translated semi-tomatically to Pascal code for real-tme opadon on the 80286f7 Multibus boards. There are equivalent expert systems in the two languages, both of which access the same dautbase and extel simulation. (Fig. 4) As shown in Fig. 3 
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